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Abstract—Adaptive filters are commonly used in many signal processing and communications systems. In many practical digital communications scenarios, including, for example,
interference-limited wireless and wireline communications, as
well as narrowband power line communications, the considered
signals are jointly cyclostationary. Yet, most works on adaptive
filtering of cyclostationary signals used ad-hoc application of
adaptive algorithms designed for stationary signals, e.g., the
least-mean-squares (LMS). It is known that these algorithms
may not converge for jointly cyclostationary signals. In this
work we rigorously study optimal adaptive filtering of jointly
cyclostationary signals: We first identify the relevant objective as
the time-averaged mean-squared error criterion (TA-MSE), and
obtain an adaptive algorithm as the stochastic approximation
of the TA-MSE minimizer. When the considered signals are
jointly stationary, the algorithm specializes to the standard
LMS algorithm. We provide a comprehensive transient and
steady-state performance analysis without imposing a specific
distribution on the considered signals, and derive conditions for
convergence and stability. The algorithm, which we call timeaveraged LMS, is applied to practical scenarios in a simulations
study, and an excellent agreement between the theoretical and
the empirical performance is observed.
Index Terms—Adaptive estimation, cyclostationary signals,
power line communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Adaptive filters play an important role in the implementation of linear estimators. These algorithms adapt the filter
coefficients in run-time without a-priori knowledge about the
statistical moments of the input and reference signals [2, Part
3], [3, Part III]. A widely used class of adaptation algorithms
is the family of least mean-squares (LMS)-type algorithms,
that gained popularity due to their low computational and implementation complexities while providing good performance
[2, Ch. 9], [3, Ch. 10]. The majority of LMS-type filters
are designed for linear estimation of a wide-sense stationary
(WSS) reference signal, also called the signal of interest (SOI),
based on a statistically dependent WSS input signal.
Since man-made signals are typically cyclostationary [4,
Sec. 5-7], it follows that cyclostationary signals are inherent to most communications scenarios. For example, most
digitally modulated communications signals, including, e.g.,
quadrature amplitude modulated (QAM) signals [5, Ch. 1] and
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals
[6], are cyclostationary. Consequently, in interference-limited
communications, which is attracting extensive research attention [7], [8], the additive interfering signal is cyclostationary.
This work was supported by the Ministry of Economy of Israel through the
Israeli Smart Grid Consortium and by the Israel Science Foundation under
Grant 1685/16. Parts of this work were presented at the 2016 International
Symposium on Wireless Communications Systems, Poznan, Poland, in the
paper [1].

Cyclostationarity is also a fundamental characteristic of power
line channels [9]. In particular, in narrowband (NB) power line
communications (PLC), the additive noise is a cyclostationary
random process [10], [11].
The work [12] studied the convergence of the LMS algorithm for linear estimation of a cyclostationary SOI based
on a jointly cyclostationary input signal. It was shown that
the LMS algorithm is mean convergent only when the stepsize of the LMS algorithm approaches zero. In [13] the
LMS algorithm was applied to the identification of a linear
time-varying system whose coefficients obey a random walk
model. The system input was considered to be a Gaussian
cyclostationary process and its output was corrupted by an
additive WSS Gaussian noise. For this setup, the transient,
tracking, and steady-state performance of the LMS algorithm
were studied and conditions for convergence were derived.
The work [14] studied the performance of an adaptive line
enhancer/canceler for a cyclostationary input consisting of a
superposition between a fixed amplitude random phase sine
wave and a Gaussian process with periodic variance, based
on the LMS adaptation. In many practical scenarios involving
cyclostationary signals, e.g., interference-limited communications and NB-PLC, the SOI and the input signal are related via
a time-varying system with deterministic coefficients, and in
particular, a linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) system,
whose output is corrupted by a cyclostationary noise.
The optimal linear estimator in the mean-squared error
(MSE) sense of a cyclostationary SOI based on a cyclostationary input signal is the cyclic Wiener filter (CWF) [15].
This estimator achieves the minimal MSE (MMSE) at any
time instant during the period, and is realized by an LPTV
filter. One of the most widely used filter structures for realizing
LPTV filters is the frequency shift (FRESH) filter [15] (also
referred to as modulator filter in [16]). This filter realizes
LPTV systems by summing the outputs of multiple linear timeinvariant (LTI) filters, applied to frequency-shifted versions of
the input signal. Adaptive FRESH filters were considered in
several works, e.g., [17]–[19], in which adaptation of the coefficients of the component LTI filters comprising the FRESH
filter was considered. The work [20] studied the performance
of adaptive LPTV filters, including adaptive FRESH filters,
for interference rejection in the presence of cyclostationary
digitally modulated signals. However, we note that in the
works [17]–[20], adaptation was implemented using the adhoc conventional approach for stationary signals.
We note that while any LPTV filter can be implemented
by a set of LTI filters and modulators or switches [16], with
possibly infinite impulse responses, in practical designs, linear
estimators for cyclostationary signals are typically realized
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using a finite overall number of taps. Consequently, often times
in practice, the number of LTI filters used for implementing
an LPTV filter is smaller than the number required for implementing the CWF [15], [18], and as a result, linear estimators
with time-invariant coefficients typically do not achieve the
MMSE at all time instants. In such cases, the time-averaged
MSE (TA-MSE) objective is preferred upon the instantaneous
MSE [15], [18], [21]. This motivates the development of an
adaptive LMS-type algorithm for linear estimation in a jointly
cyclostationary setup, based on the TA-MSE criterion.
Main Contributions and Organization: In this work we
rigorously study optimal adaptive filtering for discrete-time
(DT) jointly proper-complex [22] wide-sense cyclostationary
[5, Ch. 1] SOI and input signal. Our linear estimator setup
accommodates various structures of linear estimators for cyclostationary signals, including finite impulse response (FIR)
LTI filters and finite-memory LPTV filters. We first highlight
the fact that, when the overall number of taps used for realizing
the linear estimator is fixed, then the linear MMSE (LMMSE)
filter for the estimation of cyclostationary signals may involve
time-varying coefficients. Thus, when a linear estimator with
time-invariant coefficients is desired, the TA-MSE cost function is typically preferable over the MSE objective. Then, we
derive an adaptive algorithm via a stochastic approximation
of the steepest descent (SD) algorithm with the TA-MSE
cost function, which is referred to as the time-averaged LMS
(TA-LMS). When the considered signals are jointly WSS,
the TA-LMS specializes to the standard LMS. Differently
from previous works which used ad-hoc application of LMS
variations, our algorithm is rigorously shown to converge for
cyclostationary signals. We discuss the relationship of the
algorithm with adaptive algorithms designed for stationary
signals, and in particular, the block LMS (B-LMS) and the
affine projection algorithm (APA).
We carry out a comprehensive performance analysis of
the algorithm without imposing a specific distribution on the
input signal, and obtain explicit expressions for the meansquare deviation (MSD) in the filter coefficients and for the
excess TA-MSE. Additionally, we derive sufficient conditions
for convergence and stability. The new theoretical analysis
facilitates the selection of the filter parameters, including
the step-size and the number of taps. The advantages of
our optimal approach in terms of convergence and transient
performance are illustrated for channel estimation in NBPLC scenarios. We show a very good agreement between the
theoretical and the empirical performance measures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II the relevant properties of cyclostationary processes are
briefly reviewed and the considered estimation problem is
stated formally. In Section III the adaptive TA-MSE minimizer is derived. In Section IV the performance analysis of
the algorithm is carried out. In Section V the TA-LMS is
illustrated in simulation examples. Lastly, in Section VI the
main contributions of this work are summarized. Proofs of
the propositions and theorems stated in the paper are detailed
in the appendix.

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. Notations
We denote column vectors with lower-case boldface letters,
e.g., x; the k-th element (k ≥ 0) of a vector x is denoted
with (x)k . Matrices are denoted with upper-case boldface
letter, e.g., X; the element at the k-th row and the l-th
column of X is denoted by (X)k,l . We use In to denote the
n×n identity matrix and 0n×m to denote the all-zero n×m
matrix. Hermitian transpose, transpose, complex conjugate,
and stochastic expectation are denoted by (·)H , (·)T , (·)∗ , and
E{·}, respectively. We use Re {x} to denote the real part of
the complex number x, Tr {·} to denote the trace operator,
((n))m to denote the remainder of n when divided by m, and
⊗ to denote the Kronecker product. We use h·iN to denote
time-averaging over N > 0 samples, namely, for a sequence
N−1
P
x [n−k]. The sets of integers and nonx[n], hx[n]iN , N1
k=0

negative integers are denoted by Z and N, respectively. For an
n×n matrix X, let λmax (X) denote the largest real eigenvalue
of X, given that such exists, and x = vec (X) denote the
n2 ×1 column vector obtained by stacking the columns of X
one below the other, with the leftmost column being at the top
of x. The matrix X is recovered from x via X = vec−1 (x).
2
For an n×1 vector y and an n2 ×1 vector x, we use kyk to
2
H
denote the squared Euclidean norm y y, and kykx to denote
yH vec−1 (x) y. Note that when vec−1 (x) is a positive-(semi)2
definite matrix then kykx is the weighted squared Euclidean
m
(semi) norm. Lastly, for a sequence of n×n matrices {Xk }k=l ,
m
Q
m ≥ l,
Xk denotes the matrix product Xm Xm−1 · · · Xl .
k=l

B. Cyclostationary Stochastic Processes
A DT proper-complex multivariate process x[n] is said to be
wide-sense cyclostationary (referred to henceforth as cyclostationary) if both its mean value and autocorrelation

function are
periodic with someperiod, N0 , i.e., E x[n]} = E x[n+N0 ]},
and Cx [n, l] , E x[n+l]xH [n]} = Cx [n+N0 , l], see also
[4, Sec. 3.5], [5, Ch. 1]. A pair of jointly proper-complex DT
processes x1 [n] and x2 [n] are said to be jointly wide-sense cyclostationary (referred to henceforth as jointly cyclostationary)
with period N0 if each process is cyclostationary
with period

N0 and the cross-correlation function E x1 [n + l]xH
2 [n]} is
periodic1 with period N0 w.r.t. n [4, Sec. 3.6.2]. A DT
cyclostationary process can be obtained by synchronously
sampling a continuous-time (CT) cyclostationary process with
a sampling period, Ts , which is an integer divisor of some
positive integer multiple of the period of the CT process,
denoted T0 . When Ts is not synchronized with T0 , i.e., T0
satisfies T0 = kTs +, where k ∈ N and  ∈ (0, Ts ) is incommensurate with Ts , then the resulting DT process is almost
cyclostationary rather than cyclostationary [4, Sec. 3.9]. In this
work we focus on cyclostationary DT signals, hence, when the
1 Note that when x [n] and x [n] are cyclostationary with different periods,
1
2
say N1 and N2 , respectively, and the cross correlation is periodic with period
N12 , then the joint second-order statistical moments have a common period
N0 which is a common multiple of N1 , N2 , and N12 . In particular, if x1 [n]
is WSS and x2 [n] is cyclostationary with period N2 , uncorrelated with x1 [n],
then they are jointly cyclostationary with a period N2 .
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Fig. 1.

conclude that a time-invariant LMMSE estimator does not
necessarily exist for cyclostationary signals. One example
scenario in which a time-invariant LMMSE estimator does
exist, is the scenario considered in [13], when the filter relating
the input signal and the SOI is restricted to be deterministic
LTI, as was the case in [13, Figs. 2, 4, 6, and 8].

Linear estimation of scalar jointly cyclostationary signals.

signals are obtained by sampling CT cyclostationary processes,
we assume synchronous sampling.
C. Problem Formulation
We study the problem of linear estimation of a zero-mean
scalar SOI d[n] based on an M × 1 zero-mean multivariate input signal x[n], where x[n] and d[n] are jointly cyclostationary
with period N0 and jointly proper-complex [22, Def. 1]. Let
h denote the M × 1 coefficients vector. The linear estimate of
d[n] is computed via
ˆ = h x[n],
d[n]
H

n ≥ 0.

(1)

The formulation (1) accommodates a wide range of estimator
structures, including scalar LTI filters and scalar FRESH
filters, which are very common in linear estimation of cyclostationary signals [23, Ch. 17.5]. These special cases are illustrated in Fig. 1. The multivariate filter input x[n] is obtained
by mapping the scalar input signal r[n]. From the setup in Fig.
1, the relationships between the general formulation (1) and
the common scalar LTI and scalar FRESH estimator structures
can be easily obtained, and Table I details the corresponding
transformations to r[n]. As any DT LPTV system can be
realized as a FRESH filter [16], it follows that (1) can realize
any scalar LPTV filter of finite dimensions.
We assume knowledge of the period of the second order
statistics, N0 . This is the case in many practical scenarios of
cyclostationary signals, e.g., interference-limited communications, in which the period is equal to the symbol duration
of the interfering signal [5, Ch. 1], and NB-PLC, where the
period is equal to the period of the mains voltage [10].
We also note that the most general class of linear estimators
can be obtained by letting the coefficients vector h in (1) to
vary in time. Nonetheless, since the time-invariant formulation
(1) can be used to realize scalar LTI and LPTV filters, we
focus in this work on the adaptive implementation of linear
estimators with time-invariant coefficients.
III. A DAPTIVE L INEAR E STIMATION OF
C YCLOSTATIONARY S IGNALS BASED ON TA-MSE
In this section we derive an adaptive linear estimator for
cyclostationary signals based on the TA-MSE objective. One
of the motivations for using the TA-MSE objective is the fact
that a linear estimator with time-invariant coefficients which
achieves the MMSE for each time instant does not always exist
for cyclostationary signals [15]. Specifically, for the class of
linear estimators (1), an LMMSE estimator exists if and only
if there exists a vector hMMSE that satisfies

E x [n] xH [n] hMMSE = E {x [n] d∗ [n]} ,
(2)
∀n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N0 − 1} , N0 . The resulting LMMSE
ˆ = hH
estimator is then given by d[n]
MMSE x[n]. We therefore

A. The Minimum TA-MSE Linear Estimator
Since an LMMSE estimator with time-invariant coefficients
does not always exist for cyclostationary signals, the minimum
TA-MSE (MTA-MSE) is commonly used as an alternative performance objective
[21]. Define the
D n [18], oE
D deterministic quanE
2
tities: cd , E |d [n]|
, cxd , E {x [n] d∗ [n]}
,
N0 ˜
N0
˜

Cx [n] , E x [n] xH [n] ,
(3a)
cx [n] , vec (Cx [n]) ,

(3b)

and

Cx , hCx [n]iN0 .
(3c)
˜
Note that cd , cxd , and Cx are time-invariant since d[n] and
˜ ˜ cyclostationarity,
˜
x[n] are jointly
while Cx [n] and cx [n] are
periodic with period N0 . We henceforth assume the following:
AS1 Cx is non-singular.
˜
The TA-MSE associated with the linear estimator (1) is
obtained as (see, e.g., [18, Eq. (26)], [21, Eq. (24)])
oE
D n
2
E d [n]−hH x [n]
N0

= cd − 2Re cH
h
+
hH Cx h , J (h) .
(4)
xd
˜
˜
˜
Therefore, the optimal filter coefficients vector in the sense
of minimum TA-MSE, denoted by hopt , must satisfy the timeaveraged Wiener-Hopf equations (see, e.g., [18, Eq. (5)]):
Cx hopt = cxd ,
(5)
˜
˜
resulting in the linear MTA-MSE (LMTA-MSE) estimator
dˆopt [n] , hH
(6)
opt x[n].
The following lemma states an equivalence between the
LMMSE and LMTA-MSE estimators.
Lemma 1. Assume that AS1 is satisfied. If (2) is satisfied then
the time-invariant LMMSE estimator exists and it coincides
with the LMTA-MSE estimator (6).
Proof: Applying the time-averaging operator h·iN0 to both
sides of (2) yields (5). Hence, under the lemma conditions,
the LMMSE estimator is also TA-MSE optimal. Next, we
compute the Hessian matrix of J (h). From [24, Pg. 284] it
follows that the Hessian of J (h) stated in (4) is Cx . As Cx
˜
is a non-singular average of covariance matrices, it˜ is positive
definite. Then, from [25, Ch. 3.1.4] it follows that the positive
definiteness of the Hessian of J (h) implies that J (h) is a
strictly convex function of h. This, in turn, implies uniqueness
of the minimizing h.
The property stated in Lemma 1 further motivates the use
of the TA-MSE as a design criterion.
B. Adaptive Estimator Based on TA-MSE
The adaptive algorithm adjusts the filter coefficients in runtime for n > 0 based on the SOI d[n] and the input signal x[n]
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TABLE I
C OMMON ESTIMATOR STRUCTURES FOR SCALAR CYCLOSTATIONARY SIGNALS .

System

Parameters

Scalar LTI FIR filter [3, Ch. 10.5]

M - FIR length (positive integer)

Scalar FRESH filter [17], [18]

K - number of LTI filters (positive integer),
L - number of taps in each filter (positive integer),
{αk }K−1
k=0 - cyclic frequencies,
M = KL - total number of taps

for n > −N0 , and on an initial guess of the filter coefficients
h[0]. For a fixed step-size µ, the SD update equation is given
by [3, Ch. 8.3]
h[n+1] = h[n]−µ

∂
J (h)
∂h∗

h=h[n]

(a)

= h[n]+µ(cxd − Cx h[n]) ,
(7)
˜
˜
where (a) follows by applying the gradient to (4). Define the
M × N0 matrix
i
1 h
X [n] , √
x [n], x [n − 1], . . . , x [n − N0 + 1] , (8a)
N0
and the N0 × 1 vector
iT
1 h
d [n], d [n − 1], . . . , d [n − N0 + 1] . (8b)
d [n] , √
N0
As Cx and cxd represent the time-averaged correlations of
˜ cyclostationary
˜
jointly
signals, their corresponding instantaneous stochastic approximations are given by:
N0−1
1 X
Ĉx [n] ,
x [n−k] xH [n−k] = X [n] XH [n] ,
N0
˜
k=0

(9a)

and
N0−1
1 X
ĉxd [n] ,
x [n−k] d∗ [n−k] = X [n] d∗ [n] ,
N0
˜
k=0

(9b)

respectively.
Note that the estimators in (9) are unbiased since

E X [n] XH [n] = Cx and E {X [n] d∗ [n]} = cxd .
˜
˜
Replacing the time-averaged covariance matrix and crosscovariance vector in (7) with their instantaneous estimates (9),
the resulting update equation is for n ≥ 0:

h[n+1] = h[n]+µX [n] d∗ [n]−XH [n] h [n] .
(10)
Relationship between the TA-LMS and the LMS,
B-LMS, and APA algorithms: Note that for a period N0 = 1,
i.e., when x[n] and d[n] are jointly WSS [5, Pg. 21], [23,
Property 4], Eq. (10) specializes the conventional LMS, cf. [2,
Ch. 9], hence, the conventional LMS is a special case of the
TA-LMS when setting the signal period to unity. We also note
that, similarly to the TA-LMS, both the B-LMS [2, Ch. 10.1]
and the APA [3, Ch. 13.1] replace the correlations with timeaveraged empirical estimates. It should be noted, however,
that while the TA-LMS is the proper stochastic approximation
of the SD algorithm for minimizing the TA-MSE for jointly
cyclostationary signals, the B-LMS and the APA are derived
via stochastic approximations of the SD and Newton’s method,
respectively, under the MSE objective for jointly stationary
signals. Therefore, without correctly specifying the averaging

Receive transformation
(x[n])k = r[n − k],
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}
(x[n])u·L+v = r[n − v]ejαu (n−v) ,
u ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1},
v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}

window and the update rate, their application to cyclostationary signals is a purely ad-hoc application which results
in sub-optimal performance. Specifically, when the B-LMS
block size is set to the period N0 , then the B-LMS and the
TA-LMS have a similar update equation, with the difference
that the B-LMS updates its coefficients once at each block
of N0 samples, while the TA-LMS updates the coefficients
with each incoming sample. This implies that the rate of
convergence of the B-LMS is much slower. Finally, we note
that when the APA block size is set to the period N0 , and
without normalizing the input signal, the APA coincides with
the TA-LMS.
TA-LMS complexity analysis: A direct implementation
of the TA-LMS update equation (10) requires a total of
N0 (8M + 2) real multiplications and 8M · N0 real additions
per iteration. It can be shown that when the period N0
satisfies N0 > 7M8+11 , the computational complexity of the
TA-LMS update equation (10) can be significantly reduced,
by recursively updating Ĉx [n] and ĉxd [n] at each time n via
˜ [n − 1] +
˜ 1 x[n]xH [n] − x[n −
the recursions Ĉx [n] = Ĉ
x
N0
˜
˜
H
N0 ]x [n − N0 ] and ĉxd [n] = ĉxd [n − 1] + N10 x[n]d∗ [n] −
˜
˜
x[n − N0 ]d∗ [n − N0 ] . Under this recursive implementation,
each iteration requires a total of M (6M + 8) real multiplications and M (7M + 11) real additions. For comparison, the
standard LMS requires a total of 8M + 2 real multiplications
and 8M real additions per iteration [3, Ch. 10.3]. The B-LMS
with block size N0 updates its coefficients once at each block
with the same update equation as the TA-LMS (10), hence
its complexity is equal to that of the TA-LMS divided by
N0 , while the complexity of the APA with data reuse factor
K is in the order of O(K 3 + K 2 M ) real multiplications
and real additions per iteration [3, Ch. 13.2], due to the
additional normalization operation. To consistently compare
the computational complexity, we compare the algorithms
using the number of multiplications per iteration, as the cost of
addition is negligible compared to the multiplication cost [26,
Ch. 1.2]. To conclude, the computational complexity of the
TA-LMS is min(M, N0 ) times higher than the computational
complexity of the standard LMS.
Remark 1. The fact that cyclostationary signals can be
transformed into multivariate WSS signals using the decimated
components decomposition (DCD) [23, Sec. 17.2], suggests
that filters for cyclostationary signals can be designed by
applying methods for designing filters for WSS signals to the
equivalent multivariate representation, see, e.g., [27]. We note
that using this approach for designing adaptive filters results in
a slower convergence rate, larger memory requirements, and
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higher computational complexity compared to the approach
followed in the manuscript: Each pair of the multivariate input
and SOI samples corresponds to N0 pairs of input and SOI
samples in the original setup. Consequently, the rate of update
of the filter coefficients is decreased by N0 , which decreases
the rate of convergence by a factor of N0 . At the same time, the
number of coefficients of the multivariate filter increases by a
factor of N02 compared to (1). For standard LMS adaptation,
this increases the computational complexity per time instance
by a factor of N0 . These effects constitute major drawbacks
as adaptive filtering is applied at run-time. Therefore, in this
work we consider filters applied directly to the cyclostationary
input signal, as in (1).
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF THE TA-LMS
A LGORITHM
In this section, we study the transient and steady-state performance of the TA-LMS algorithm (10) for linear estimation
of cyclostationary signals.
A. Data Model and Assumptions
Let hM [n] denote the (possibly time-varying) coefficients
vector of the LMMSE estimator and v[n] be a noise process
representing the resulting estimation error. Using hM [n] and
v[n], the SOI d[n] can be written as
d[n] =

hH
M [n]x[n]

+ v[n].

(11)

Note that the stationary linear data model used for the analysis
of the standard LMS algorithm [3, Ch. 10.2] is a special case of
(11), obtained by setting N0 = 1. Note also that under the data
model of (11), the condition in (2) is not necessarily satisfied,
i.e., a time-invariant LMMSE estimator may not exist.
Since d[n] and x[n] are jointly cyclostationary with period
N0 , it follows that hM [n] is an M × 1 periodic sequence
[23, Ch. 17.5.1], i.e., hM [n] = hM [n + N0 ], ∀n ∈ Z.
As d[n] and x[n] are also zero-mean and jointly propercomplex, it follows from (11) that v[n] is a zero-mean propercomplex cyclostationary process with period N0 . Furthermore,
it follows from the orthogonality principle [3, Ch. 4.2] that
v[n] and x[n] are orthogonal. Similar to the standard approach
used in the analysis of the LMS algorithm for jointly WSS
signals, e.g., [2], [3], [29], [30], we make several additional
independence assumptions on the signals used in (11):
AS2 The noise signal v [n1 ] and the input signal x [n2 ] are
mutually independent ∀n1 , n2 , see also [3, Ch. 15.2],
[29, Sec. B.2], [30, Sec. II.D]. This assumption is satisfied, for example, if the SOI d[n] is of the form
H
d[n] = gN
[n]x[n]+z[n], where gN0 [n] is a deterministic
0
periodically time-varying coefficients vector, and z[n] is
a cyclostationary process which is independent of x[n2 ],
∀n, n2 . Another scenario in which this assumption is
satisfied is when d[n] and x[n] are jointly Gaussian
and temporally uncorrelated, i.e., E{x [n1 ] xH [n2 ]} =
0M ×M , and E{x [n1 ] d∗ [n2 ]} = 0M ×1 , for all n1 6= n2 .
In such a scenario one can verify that x[n1 ] and v[n2 ]
are mutually independent ∀n1 , n2 .

AS3 The TA-LMS filter coefficients, h[n], and the instantaneous input vector, x[n], are statistically independent, see
also [2, Pg. 392], [3, Ch. 16.4].
AS4 Similar
to [28], we assume that h[n] is independent of

n
x [k] xH [k] k=n−N +1 .
0

Note that AS3-AS4 are satisfied asymptotically, when the filter
has converged, and the effect of the inputs on the filter coefficients is negligible. Similar independence assumptions are
commonly used non-asymptotically, and are known to result
in a reliable characterization of the transient performance, see
discussions in [2, Pg. 393] and [3, Pg. 247]. Additionally, in
Subsection V-A we detail an example scenario for which these
assumptions are satisfied non-asymptotically. In addition to the
independence assumptions AS2-AS4, we make the following
assumptions:
AS5 The temporal correlation of v[n] is bounded and spans a
finite interval, i.e., E{v[n+l]v ∗[n]} is bounded ∀n, l ∈ Z
and also ∃Lmax > 0 such that E{v[n+l]v ∗[n]} = 0 for
all |l| ≥ Lmax , ∀n ∈ Z. This assumption is satisfied
when, for example, x[n] and d[n] are periodic movingaverage processes [31] with a temporal cross-correlation
which has a finite duration.
AS6 Define
η , Lmax + N0 .
(12)
All the 2N -th order moments of x[n], N ∈ {1, 2, . . . , η +
1}, are bounded and periodic2 with period N0 .
2N−1
Specifically, for any set of pairs {ki , ni }i=0 , where
ki ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} and ni ∈ N, we assume
N−1
Q
∗
(x [n2i ])k2i (x [n2i+1 ])k2i+1 is bounded and
that E
i=0 

N−1
Q
∗
equal to E
(x [n2i +N0 ])k2i (x [n2i+1 +N0 ])k2i+1 .
i=0

This assumption is satisfied when, for example, x[n] is
proper-complex Gaussian and cyclostationary with period
N0 . This is because in this case the joint probability density function (PDF) of x[n1 ], x[n2 ], . . . , x[nN ] is equal to
the joint PDF of x[n1 +N0 ], x[n2 +N0 ], . . . , x[nN +N0 ],
for any integer N ≥ 1, and for all {ni }N
i=1 ∈ Z.
AS7 Define the M 2 × M 2 matrix
n
T
o
B[n] , E X [n]XH [n] ⊗ X [n]XH [n] .
(13)
We assume that B[n] = B, i.e., it is time-invariant. The
assumption is satisfied, for example, when x[n1 ] and
x[n2 ] are mutually independent ∀n1 6= n2 and x[n] is
fourth-order cyclostationary. This is shown by defining

NX
0 −1
T
H
B1 [n] ,
E
x [n − k1 ] (x [n − k1 ])
k1 =0


⊗ x [n − k1 ] (x [n − k1 ])
,
H

(14a)

and
2 We note that a similar assumption was made in the analysis of LMS with
non-Gaussian WSS inputs, which assumed that the fourth-order moments of
the input signal are time-invariant [3, Eq. (24.9)] and bounded [3, Pg. 361].
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B2 [n] ,

NX
0 −1

n
oT
H
E x [n − k1 ] (x [n − k1 ])

ξs , lim ξ[n].
n→∞

k1 =0

⊗

NX
0 −1

n
o
H
E x [n−k2 ] (x [n−k2 ])
. (14b)

k2 =0,k2 6=k1

The fourth-order cyclostationarity of x[n] implies that
both B1 [n] and B2 [n] are time-invariant. Furthermore,
by the mutual independence of x[n1 ] and x[n2 ] for all
n1 6= n2 , it follows that B[n] = N12 (B1 [n] + B2 [n]). It
0
follows that AS7 is satisfied for this scenario.
We emphasize that assumptions AS2-AS7 are made only
to facilitate performance analysis and are not needed for the
derivation of the TA-LMS algorithm in Subsection III-B, which
only assumes that the signals are jointly proper-complex widesense cyclostationary.
B. Performance Measures
We begin with definitions for the error measures. Denote
the coefficients error vector w.r.t. the MTA-MSE filter, hopt ,
obtained from (5), by
h̄ [n] , hopt − h [n] ,

(15)

ˆ and the
the error between the output of the adaptive filter d[n]
SOI d[n] by
e[n] , d [n] − dˆ[n] = d [n] − hH [n] x [n] ,

(16a)

and the error between the LMTA-MSE estimator and d[n] at
time index n by
eopt [n] , d [n] − hH
opt x [n] .

(16b)

The excess TA-MSE is defined as the difference between the
TA-MSE of the adaptive filter and that of the LMTA-MSE
estimator, namely,
D n
o
n
oE
2
2
.
(17)
ξ[n] , E |e [n]| − E |eopt [n]|
N0

In transient performance analysis, we study the conditions
that guarantee convergence of the coefficients vector of the
adaptive filter h[n], as well as characterize the behavior of the
algorithm prior to convergence. In the analysis, we consider
the following two types of convergence:
Definition 1 (Convergence in the mean). An adaptive filter
with coefficients error vector h̄ [n] is said to be mean convergent if lim E h̄ [n] = 0M ×1 [3, Ch. 23.2].
n→∞

Definition 2 (Mean-square stability). An adaptive filter with
coefficients
error
n
o vector h̄ [n] is said to be mean-square stable
2
if E h̄ [n]
is convergent [2, Ch. 9.4] [3, Ch. 23.4].
In steady-state performance analysis, we characterize the
asymptotic behavior of the algorithm. Based on Defs. 1 and
2, steady-state is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Steady-state). An adaptive filter is said to
operate in steady-state if it is mean convergent, mean-square
stable, and n → ∞ [3, Def. 15.1].
The steady-state performance of the TA-LMS algorithm is
characterized via the steady-state excess TA-MSE, defined as

(18)

C. Performance Analysis
To facilitate the performance analysis of the TA-LMS algorithm, we first introduce several quantities. Then, we present
the transient performance analysis followed by the steady-state
performance analysis.
1) Definitions: The quantities used in the performance
analysis are summarized in Table II.
Lemma 2. The quantities defined in Table II satisfy the
following properties:
P1 The random vector g̃[n] defined in (19b) satisfies
E {g̃[n]} = 0M ×1 .
P2 The matrix F[n] defined in (19m) is time-invariant, and
we set F[n] = F.
P3 The random vectors zxv [n] and zsxv [n] defined in (19i)
and (19j), respectively, are equal ∀n ≥ η, where η is
defined in (12).
P4 The random vectors pxv [n] and zsxv [n], defined in (19h)
and (19j), respectively, are periodic with period N0 .
[A proof is given in Appendix A]
2) Transient Performance: We first characterize the timeevolution of the mean of the coefficients error vector:
Lemma 3. The mean of the TA-LMS coefficients error vector
is given by
 n 

n ≥ 0,
(20)
E h̄ [n] = R̃x E h̄ [0] ,
where R̃x is defined in (19e).
[A proof is given in Appendix B]
Note that the proof of Lemma 3, detailed in Appendix
B, strongly relies of on property P1 in Lemma 2. Property
P1 is immediate for stationary signals, as for such signals
the LMMSE filter and the MTA-MSE filter coincide, thus
g[n] vanishes. For cyclostationary signals, this is not the
case. Consequently, although (20) bears similarity to the mean
behavior of the LMS for stationary signals [3, Ch. 23.2], it
is not a trivial extension of the stationary case. In order to
characterize thentime-evolutions
of the MSD of the coefficients
o
2
error vector, E h̄[n]
, and of the excess TA-MSE, ξ[n],
we first derive a recursive relationship for the mean of the
weighted squared Euclidean norm of h̄ [n], which is stated in
the following proposition:
Proposition 1. For any M 2 × 1 vector q such that Q =
vec−1 {q} is Hermitian positive semi-definite, the coefficients
errornvector (15) satisfies
o
n the following
o recursion for n ≥ 0:
2
2
E h̄ [n+1] q = E h̄ [n] Fq +µ2 pH
xv [n]q



H
−2µ · Re zH
[n]−µ
·
z
[n]
q
, (21)
xg
xv
where F, pxv , zxg , and zxv are defined in (19m), (19h), (19k),
and (19i), respectively.
[A proof is given in Appendix C]
Note that when the period is N0 = 1, i.e., when the
considered signals are jointly WSS, then the TA-LMS specializes to the standard LMS and we obtain g[n] = 0M ×1 ,
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TABLE II
Q UANTITIES USED

IN THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE

TA-LMS

ALGORITHM .

Definition

Type

g[n] , hM [n] − hopt
NP
0 −1
g̃[n] , N10
x [n − k] xH [n − k] g [n − k]

(19a)

M × 1 vector

(19b)

M × 1 random vector

Rx [n] , IM −µX [n] XH [n]
n
Q
Lnk ,
Rx [l] for k ≤ n and Lnk , IM for k > n

(19c)

M × M random matrix

(19d)

M × M random matrix

(19e)

M × M matrix

(19f )

N0 × 1 random vector

(19g)

N02 × 1 vector

(19h)

M 2 × 1 vector

(19i)

M 2 × 1 vector

(19j)

M 2 × 1 vector

(19k)

M 2 × 1 vector

(19l)
(19m)

M 2 × M 2 matrix
M 2 × M 2 matrix

(19n)

2M 2 × 2M 2 matrix

(19o)

M 2 × M 2 matrix

k=0

l=k

R̃x , E {Rx [n]} = IM − µCx
˜
T
v [n] , √1N [v [n], v [n − 1], . . . , v [n − N0 + 1]]
0


cv [n, l] , vecE nv [n] vH [n −
ol]
H
pxv [n] , vec E g̃ [n] g̃ [n] + E {X∗ [n] ⊗ X [n]} c∗v [n, 0]
 n
n
T
oH
P T
zxv [n] ,
cv [n, k] E Lnn−k+1 X [n−k] ⊗XH [n]
k=1
n
T
oH
η
P
T
n
H
s
cv [n, k] E Ln−k+1 X [n−k] ⊗X [n]
zxv [n] ,
o
oH
k=1n
n n
T
zxg [n] , E h̄ [0] IM − µCTx E RTx [n] ⊗ g̃H [n]
˜

A , CTx ⊗IM + (IM ⊗ Cx )

˜
˜
(Lemma 2, P2)
F[n] , E RTx [n] ⊗ Rx [n] = IM 2 − µA + µ2 B = F


A
−B
H , 12
2IM 2 0M 2 ×M 2
NP
N0
0−1 P
H l−1



F
P , N10
cx [k] pxv ((k−l))N0 +2zsxv ((k−l))N0
k=0 l=1

∀n ∈ N, and consequently, zxg [n] defined in (19k) is equal to
0M 2 ×1 , ∀n ∈ N. Additionally, when the noise signal v[n] is
temporally uncorrelated, then zxv [n] defined in (19i) is equal
to 0M 2 ×1 , ∀n ∈ N, and consequently, (21) specializes to
the variance relationship for the standard LMS with general
WSS inputs [3, Eq. (24.11)]. The third summand in (21)
is therefore unique for cyclostationary signals and thus (21)
cannot be obtained by extending its stationary counterpart [3,
Eq. (24.11)]. Applying the recursion (21) n times, we obtain
a non-recursive relationship for the mean weighted squared
Euclidean norm of h̄[n]:
Corollary 1. For any M 2 × 1 vector q for which Q =
vec−1 {q} is a Hermitian positive semi-definite matrix, the
weighted squared Euclidean norm of the coefficients error
vector of the TA-LMS algorithm at time n ≥ 1 is given by
the following non-recursive relationship:
n
n
o
n
o
X
2
2
l−1
E h̄[n] q = E h̄ [0] Fn q +µ2 pH
q
xv [n−l] F
l=1
( n 
)

X
H
H
l−1
−2µ·Re
zxg [n−l]−µ·zxv [n−l] F q , (22)
l=1

where F, pxv , zxg , and zxv are defined in (19m), (19h), (19k),
and (19i), respectively.
Note that Corollary 1 can be used to characterize the timeevolution of the MSD of the coefficients vector by setting
q = vec (IM ). In the following theorem we characterize the
time-evolution of the excess TA-MSE (17):

Theorem 1. For all n ≥ N0 − 1, the excess TA-MSE of the
TA-LMS algorithm is given by

 n

n
o
X
1
2
H
ξ[n] =
E h̄ [k] cx [((k)) ] +2Re E h̄ [0]
N0
N0
k=n−N0+1

 k 

 
× R̃x Cx ((k))N0 g ((k))N0 , (23)
where cx [n], R̃x , and g[n] are defined
in (3b), (19e),

 and
2
(19a), respectively, and the term E h̄ [k] cx [((k)) ] can
N0


be computed using (22) with q = cx ((k))N0 .
[A proof is given in Appendix D]
Next, we study the mean convergence and mean-square
stability of the TA-LMS algorithm. Corollary 2, which follows
from Lemma 3, states that the TA-LMS is mean convergent
if and only if the step-size µ takes values in the interval

0, λmax2(Cx ) , where Cx is defined in (3c):
˜
˜
Corollary 2. Following Def. 1, the TA-LMS algorithm is mean
convergent if and only if the step-size µ satisfies:
2
.
(24)
0<µ<
λmax (Cx )
˜
[A proof is given in Appendix E]
In the following theorem we obtain a sufficient condition on
the step-size µ under which the TA-LMS algorithm is meansquare stable.
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Theorem 2. Let A, B, Cx , and H be the matrices defined in
˜ respectively. Assume that H has
(19l), (13), (3c), and (19n),
at least one real-valued positive eigenvalue, then the TA-LMS
algorithm is both mean convergent and mean-square stable if


2
1
1
0 < µ < min
,
,
. (25a)
λmax (Cx ) λmax (A−1 B) λmax (H)
˜
If H does not have any real positive eigenvalues then the
TA-LMS is both mean convergent and mean-square stable if


1
2
,
.
(25b)
0 < µ < min
λmax (Cx ) λmax (A−1 B)
˜
[A proof is given in Appendix F]
3) Steady-State Performance: In order to derive the steadystate excess TA-MSE (18), we first show that it can be obtained
as the following limit:
Lemma 4. The steady-state excess TA-MSE (18) can be
written as
D n
oE
2
.
(26)
ξs = lim E h̄ [n] cx [n]
n→∞

N0

[A proof is given in Appendix G]
The steady-state excess TA-MSE of the TA-LMS algorithm
is explicitly stated in the following corollary, which follows
from Lemma 4 and Proposition 1:
Corollary 3 (Steady-state excess TA-MSE). When (25) is
satisfied, the steady-state excess TA-MSE of the TA-LMS
algorithm is given by
n n
−1 oo
ξs = µ2 · Re Tr P IM 2 − FN0
,
(27)
where F and P are defined in (19m) and (19o), respectively.
[A proof is given in Appendix H]
Similarly to the discussion following Proposition 1, it can
be shown that when the period is N0 = 1 (the considered
signals are jointly WSS) and v[n] is temporally uncorrelated,
then (27) specializes to the excess MSE of the standard LMS
with general WSS inputs in [3, Thm. 24.1].
V. S IMULATION E XAMPLES
In this section we evaluate the performance of the TA-LMS
algorithm and demonstrate the theoretical results presented
in Section IV. The simulations study consists of two parts:
First, in Subsection V-A we compare the theoretical and
empirical performance measures when assumptions AS1-AS7
are satisfied. In Subsection V-B,we consider an NB-PLC
channel estimation scenario, in which the SOI and the input
signal are jointly cyclostationary, and evaluate the performance
of the algorithm. Additionally, for each scenario we compare
the TA-LMS performance to that of the standard LMS of
equal complexity and that of the standard LMS of equal
dimensionality. All empirical performance measures were obtained by averaging over 10000 Monte Carlo simulations. In
all simulation examples the theoretical TA-MSE and steadystate TA-MSE are obtained by summing the TA-MSE of the
LMTA-MSE estimator J (hopt ) (4) with the excess TA-MSE
(23) and the steady-state excess TA-MSE (27), respectively.

A. Example 1: Validating the Theoretical Results when AS1AS7 are Satisfied
We first demonstrate that the theoretical TA-MSE and
MSD in (23) and (22), respectively, accurately match the
corresponding empirically computed values, which verifies the
theoretical analysis. To that aim, we consider an input signal
x[n] and an SOI d[n] which satisfy AS1-AS7: Let φ[n] be an
i.i.d. process, uniformly distributed
 over [0, 2π)
 foreach n,
ejφ[n] ,
and let r[n] be given by r[n] = 1 + 0.5 sin 2πn
N0
with N0 = 20. For implementing FRESH filtering with K = 3
and L = 1, the vector input signal x[n] is constructed from
r[n] as described in the second row of Table I, by setting
(x[n])k = r[n]ejαk n , k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and {α0 , α1 , α2 } =
2π
. It is straightforward to confirm that the
{−1, 0, 1} · N
0
input vector x[n] constructed above satisfies the following
properties: 1) For each finite positive integer imax and a set
imax
such that ni 6= nj , ∀i 6= j,
of integer indexes {ni }i=1
imax
the RVs {x [ni ]}i=1 are mutually independent; 2) The N th order moment of x [n] is periodic with period N0 for any
positive integer N ; 3) The matrix x [n] xH [n] is deterministic
∀n ∈ N; and 4) The matrix Cx defined in (3c) is non-singular.
˜ satisfies AS1, AS3, AS4, AS6,
It follows that the input signal
and AS7. Furthermore, we
the coefficients
vector hM [n]
 set((n))

N1
−|k−1|
to satisfy (hM [n])k = 1 + N1
e
, k ∈ {0, 1, 2},
with N1 = 10. The noise process v[n] in (11) is set to be
a zero mean temporally uncorrelated Gaussian process that is
mutually independent of x[n]. Note that with this noise setting,
hE{|d[n]−v[n]|2 }iN0
AS2 is satisfied. Define next SNR ,
.
2
hE{|v[n]|
0
n }iNo
2

Letting the time-varying variance of v[n] be E |v[n]|
,


σv2 [n] = γv 1 + ((n))1 +1 , where N2 = 5 and γv is set
N2
to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 7 dB, and letting
E {v[n + l]v ∗ [n]} = 0 for all l 6= 0, it follows that AS5 is
satisfied. Note that d[n] and x[n] are jointly cyclostationary
with period N0 . We conclude that for this scenario all the
assumptions stated in Subsection IV-A are satisfied.
Figs. 2 and 3 depict the theoretical TA-LMS and MSD,
respectively, along with their empirically computed values
versus the number of iterations. To demonstrate the advantages of the TA-LMS over the standard LMS in a jointly
cyclostationary environment, we include the TA-MSE of the
LMS in Fig. 2. To make a fair comparison, the number
of taps for the standard LMS was selected such that both
algorithms have the same computational complexity. Note
that for M = 3, the TA-LMS requires 6M 2 + 8M = 78
real multiplications per iteration; Accordingly, we set the
number of taps in the standard LMS to MLMS = 9, thus
requiring 8MLMS + 2 = 74 real multiplications per iteration.
It follows that the LMS algorithm implements a FRESH filter
with KLMS = 3 branches where at each branch there is an
FIR filter with LLMS = 3 taps. The input to the LMS is
obtained by setting (xLMS [n])k·LLMS +l = r[n − l]ejαk (n−l) ,
k, l ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The results are presented for step-sizes µ =
{0.01, 0.05, 0.2}. The TA-MSE performance of the LMS for
µ = 0.2 is not depicted in Fig. 2 since it diverges for this stepsize. We note that when the step-size is sufficiently small, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. The theoretical and the empirical TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS algorithm
as compared to the standard LMS algorithm
of equal complexity for three
’
step-sizes versus the number of iterations when AS1-AS7 are satisfied.
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Fig. 4.
The theoretical and the empirical steady-state TA-MSEs of the
TA-LMS algorithm as compared to the standard LMS algorithm of equal
dimensionality versus the step-size when AS1-AS7 are satisfied.
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Fig. 3. The theoretical and the empirical MSDs in the filter coefficients of
the TA-LMS algorithm for three step-sizes versus the number of iterations
when AS1-AS7 are satisfied.

µ = 0.01, then the LMS has roughly the same TA-MSE as the
TA-LMS. However, when the step-size increases to µ = 0.05
the TA-MSE performance of the standard LMS deteriorates
while the TA-LMS demonstrates rapid convergence to lower
TA-MSE. Increasing the step-size further to µ = 0.2, results
in the LMS becoming non-convergent while the TA-LMS
demonstrates very fast convergence to low TA-MSEs. Note
that the MSD of the standard LMS is not depicted in Fig. 3
since maintaining the same computational complexity results
in different number of filter coefficients to be estimated by
the LMS and TA-LMS estimators. In Fig. 4, the theoretical
steady-state TA-MSE of the TA-LMS, computed using (27),
is compared to its empirical value for various step-sizes and
to the theoretical stability threshold, computed using (25).
In order to demonstrate that the performance gain of the
TA-LMS over the standard LMS of equal complexity does
not result from the reduced dimensionality, we also depict in
Fig. 4 the steady-state TA-MSE of the standard LMS with
the same number of taps as the TA-LMS, i.e., MLMS = 3.
Observing Fig. 4, we note that the stability of the algorithm is
accurately predicted using the step-size region in (25), and that
the stability region of the LMS is substantially smaller. Since
for different algorithms, equal step-size does not imply equal
convergence rate, we also depict in Fig. 5 the empirical steadystate TA-MSE versus the convergence rate of the TA-LMS,
the LMS, and the B-LMS, for equal number of taps, i.e.,
same dimensionality. We consider a filter to converge when

50
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300
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Fig. 5.
The empirical steady-state TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS algorithm
as compared to the standard LMS and the B-LMS algorithms of equal
dimensionality versus the convergence rate when AS1-AS7 are satisfied.

the TA-MSE variations are smaller than 2%. We observe in
Fig. 5 that for slow convergence rate, i.e., µ → 0, all tested
adaptive algorithms obtain nearly the same performance, with
only a slight advantage to the TA-LMS. However, for fast
convergence rates, the TA-LMS significantly outperforms the
LMS, while the convergence rate of the B-LMS is very slow
at all values of steady-state TA-MSE.
To conclude, in this example we observe an excellent
agreement between the theoretical and empirical performance
measures of the TA-LMS. Furthermore, the TA-LMS demonstrates clear and substantial superiority over the conventional
LMS in terms of both steady-state TA-MSE and convergence
speed.
B. Example 2: Application to Channel Estimation in NB-PLC
We now consider the application of the TA-LMS algorithm
in a practical NB-PLC channel estimation scenario. Let r[n]
be the input signal to the NB-PLC channel and d[n] be
the resulting channel output signal, which corresponds to the
SOI in this scenario. The signal r[n] is a passband OFDM
signal s.t. each OFDM symbol consists of 36 data subcarriers,
each modulated via a QPSK constellation, to which a cyclic
prefix of four samples is added in the time domain. In
[19, Sec. II-C] it is shown that r[n] is cyclostationary with
period N0 = 40. The NB-PLC channel output is modeled by
∞
P
d[n] =
g[n, l]r[n − l] + w[n] [32, Sec. III-C], where g[n, l]
l=0
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Fig. 6. A schematic description of the adaptive channel estimation in NBPLC scenario.

−3

is a real passband LPTV filter with period N0 , generated based
on the theory of transmission lines as in [32] and following the
IEEE P1901.2 standard [11]. The noise w[n] is a real passband
additive cyclostationary Gaussian noise (ACGN) having the
same period N0 , generated using the model [10, Sec. IV.A],
with a set of typical parameters which corresponds to low
voltage site 11 (LV11) in [11, Appendix G]. This scenario is
depicted in Fig 6. The SOI d[n] is estimated via a FRESH
filter with K = 3 branches corresponding to frequency shifts
2π
. Each branch has an FIR filter
{α0 , α1 , α2 } = {−1, 0, 1} · N
0
with L = 3 taps and the overall dimensionality is M = 9.
The input to the adaptive filter, x[n], is obtained from r[n]
as described in the second row of Table I. The MMSE filter
hM [n] in (11) is obtainedfrom the orthogonality principle,
i.e., E {x [n] d∗ [n]} = E x [n] xH [n] hM [n], and v[n] is
obtained as the estimation error for hM [n]. The SNR for the
hE{|d[n]−w[n]|2 }iN0
simulations is defined as SNR ,
. As NBhE{|w[n]|2 }iN0
PLC channels are typically characterized by low SNR, we used
SNR = 0 dB in the simulations.
Figs. 7 and 8 depict the theoretical TA-MSE and MSD,
respectively, compared to their empirical values versus the
number of iterations for step-sizes µ = {0.01, 0.05}. Fig.
7 also depicts the TA-MSE of the standard LMS, for the
same computational complexity. Note that for M = 9, the
TA-LMS requires 6M 2 + 8M = 558 real multiplications
per iteration, thus we set the number of taps in the standard
LMS to MLMS = 69, thus requiring 8MLMS + 2 = 554
real multiplications per iteration. Therefore, the standard LMS
implements a FRESH filter with KLMS = 3 branches s.t.
each branch has an FIR filter with LLMS = 23 taps. The
input x[n] is obtained from r[n] as described in the second
row of Table I. The TA-MSE performance of the LMS for
µ = 0.05 is not depicted in Fig. 6 since the algorithm does
not converge for this step-size and for the same computational
complexity. Moreover, we note that even when the step-size is
as small as µ = 0.01, the standard LMS obtains considerably
higher TA-MSE compared to the TA-LMS. Lastly, we note that
although the entire set of assumptions AS1-AS7 is not satisfied
for this scenario, there is a very good agreement between the
theoretical and empirical performance measures.
In Fig. 9 the theoretical steady-state TA-MSE of the
TA-LMS computed using (27) versus the step-size is compared to its empirical value, and to the stability threshold
computed using (25). Fig. 9 also depicts the empirical steadystate TA-MSE of the standard LMS with the same number
of taps as the TA-LMS, i.e., MLMS = 9. Observe that
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Fig. 7. The theoretical and the empirical TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS algorithm
as compared to the LMS algorithm of equal complexity for µ = {0.01, 0.05}
versus the number of iterations in a channel estimation scenario.
−4
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Fig. 8. The theoretical and the empirical MSDs in the filter coefficients of
the TA-LMS algorithm for µ = {0.01, 0.05} versus the number of iterations
in a channel estimation scenario.

the theoretical steady-state TA-MSE provides an accurate
prediction of the empirical steady-state TA-MSE. Moreover,
observe that the stability region of the standard LMS is
substantially smaller compared to that of the TA-LMS, and that
within this region, i.e., µ < 0.1, the TA-LMS achieves lower
steady-state TA-MSE as compared the standard LMS with
equal dimensionality. Finally, we observe that the convergence
threshold of Thm. 2 provides a good prediction of the stability
threshold of the TA-LMS algorithm for this scenario. The
gap between simulation and analysis arises from the fact that,
unlike the scenario considered in Subsection V-A, assumptions
AS1-AS7 are not satisfied here. Next, we compare in Fig. 10
the steady-state TA-MSE versus the convergence rate of the
TA-LMS, the LMS, and the B-LMS for equal number of taps,
i.e., same dimensionality. Observing Fig. 10, we note that
the TA-LMS outperforms the LMS and the B-LMS for all
convergence rates, and that the performance gap increases as
the convergence rate increases. We also note that the TA-LMS
is the only algorithm which is able to achieve fast convergence
rates.
Lastly, we study the effect of imperfect knowledge of the
period of the second order statistical moments of the signals
on the performance of the TA-LMS. To that aim, we apply
the TA-LMS with period N00 and numerically evaluate the
performance of the TA-LMS algorithm when N00 differs from
N0 (the actual period of the joint second order statistical
moments of x[n] and d[n]). In Fig. 11 we compare the steady-
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Fig. 11. The empirical steady-state TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS algorithm for
step-sizes µ ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6} versus the period error in a channel estimation
scenario.
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Fig. 9. The theoretical and empirical steady-state TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS
algorithm as compared to the standard LMS algorithm of equal dimensionality
versus the step-size in a channel estimation scenario.
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Fig. 10. The empirical steady-state TA-MSEs of the TA-LMS algorithm
as compared to the standard LMS and the B-LMS algorithms of equal
dimensionality versus the convergence rate in a channel estimation scenario.

state TA-MSE of the TA-LMS algorithm
versus the relative
N −N 0
period mismatch, defined as 0N0 0 , for N00 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N0 }
and for step sizes µ ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6}. Observe that the imperfect knowledge of the periodicity of the signals has a more
dominant effect in larger step-sizes: For µ = 0.6 the TA-LMS
fails to converge for relative period mismatch larger than 0.38,
while for µ = 0.2 the TA-LMS still converges at relative
period mismatch as large as 0.9. The relationship between
the steady-state TA-MSE, the relative period mismatch, and
the step-size, can be explained by noting that for N00 = 1,
the TA-LMS specializes the LMS. Since the stability region
of the LMS is much smaller compared to the TA-LMS (see,
e.g., Fig. 9), it follows that the stability region is expected
to decrease as the relative period mismatch increases, which
agrees with the results depicted in Fig. 11. Note that for
relative period mismatch smaller than 0.38, there is only a
slight loss in steady-state TA-MSE, e.g., for relative period
period mismatch of 0.2, the TA-LMS converges for all the
observed step-sizes, and the steady-state TA-MSE increases
by less than 1 dB. In order to further examine the effect of
relative period mismatch when convergence is obtained, we
depict in Fig. 12 the MSD of the TA-LMS for relative period
mismatch {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} at step-size µ = 0.2. While
convergence is obtained for all tested values of relative period
mismatch (as also observed in Fig. 11), it can be seen that
the average MSD and the variations of the MSD are increased
when the relative period mismatch increases (recall that the
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Fig. 12. The empirical MSDs of the TA-LMS algorithm for period errors
{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and µ = 0.2 versus the number of iterations in a channel
estimation scenario.

MSD converges to a periodic sequence, see Appendix F). This
simulations study demonstrates that while the performance of
the TA-LMS is affected by imperfect knowledge of the period,
the algorithm is, in general, very robust to small errors in the
period, especially at small step-sizes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we rigorously studied optimal adaptive linear
estimation of cyclostationary signals. We obtained the proper
stochastic approximation of the TA-MSE minimizer and characterized its transient and steady-state performance. Sufficient
conditions for convergence were provided. The performance
analysis does not impose any specific distribution on the
SOI and input signal. Naturally, when the signals are jointly
WSS the TA-LMS algorithm specializes to the standard LMS
algorithm. The simulation results showed that the theoretical
analysis accurately describes the empirical performance of
the algorithm, both in the transient phase and in steadystate. The advantages of our optimal approach over the ad-hoc
application of adaptive filters designed for stationary signals
were demonstrated in a practical NB-PLC scenario.
A PPENDIX
We begin by stating the following equalities and properties
that will be used in the sequel:
R1 For any matrix triplet A1 , A2 , A3 of compatible dimensions, it holds that [33, Ch. 9.2]
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vec (A1 A2 A3 ) = AT3 ⊗ A1 vec (A2 ) .

(28)

R2 For any pair of square matrices A1 , A2 of identical
dimensions, it holds that [33, Ch. 9.2]

T
Tr AT1 A2 = vec (A1 ) vec (A2 ) .
(29)
A. Proof of Lemma 2
Recall that x[n] and v[n] are zero mean. Applying the
Hermitian transpose to (11), followed by a left multiplication
of both sides by x[n], and then applying the stochastic
expectation
and using AS2 and (19a) yields E {x [n] d∗ [n]} =

H
E x [n] x [n] (hopt + g[n]). Applying the time-averaging
operator results in

(30)
cxd = Cx hopt + E x [n] xH [n] g [n] N0 .
˜
˜
Since hopt is the TA-MSE optimal filter, by plugging (5) into
(30) and recalling the definition of g̃[n] in (19b), it follows
that E {g̃ [n]} = E x[n] xH [n] g[n] N0 = 0M ×1 . This proves
P1.
Property P2 follows from the definition of Rx [n] (19c)
combined with AS7, as F[n] (19m) is given by F[n] =
IM 2 − µA + µ2 B, where A and B are defined in (19l) and
(13), respectively.
Property P3 follows from AS5 since cv [n, l] defined in
(19g) satisfies cv [n, l] = 0N02 ×1 , ∀|l| > η, where η is defined
in (12). Therefore, it follows that zxv [n] and zsxv [n] defined
in (19i) and (19j), respectively, are equal ∀n ≥ η.
Lastly, from the cyclostationarity of v[n] combined with AS6
it follows that pxv [n] and zsxv[n], defined in (19h) and (19j),
respectively, are periodic with period N0 This proves P4.
B. Proof of Lemma 3
By the TA-LMS update equation (10) and the definition of
h̄[n] in (15) it follows that

h̄[n+1] = h̄[n]−µ X [n] d∗ [n] − X [n] XH [n] h [n] . (31)
Using (8), (11), and (19b) one can verify that
X [n] d∗ [n] = X [n] XH [n] hopt +g̃ [n]+X [n] v∗ [n] , (32)
for n ≥ 0. Plugging (32) into (31) yields
h̄[n+1] = Rx [n]h̄ [n]−µ (g̃ [n]+X [n]v∗ [n]) ,

(33)

where Rx [n] is defined in (19c). The noise signal v[n] is zeromean and by AS2 is independent of x[n]. Therefore, applying
the stochastic expectation to (33) yields


E h̄[n] = E Rx [n − 1]h̄ [n − 1] −µE {g̃ [n − 1]}

(a)
= R̃x E h̄ [n − 1] ,
(34)
where (a) follows from the independence assumption AS4, the
definition of R̃x in (19e), and from property P1 in Lemma 2.
Repeating the recursion in (34) n times yields (20).
C. Proof of Proposition 1
Let Q be the M × M Hermitian matrix obtained via Q ,
vec−1 (q). Note that
h̄ [n+1]
(a)

H

2
q

H

, h̄ [n+1] Q h̄ [n+1]
2

= h̄ [n] Rx [n]QRx [n]h̄ [n]+µ2 ·kg̃ [n]+X [n] v∗ [n]kq
n

o
−2µ·Re vT [n]XH [n]+g̃H [n] QRx [n]h̄ [n] , (35)

where (a) follows from (33). The noise signal v[n] is zeromean and by AS2 is independent of X[n]. Therefore, applying
the stochastic expectation to (35) results in
n
o
n
o
2
H
E h̄ [n+1] q = E h̄ [n] Rx [n]QRx [n]h̄ [n]
o
o
n
n
2
2
+µ2 ·E kg̃ [n]kq +µ2 E kX [n] v∗ [n]kq
n 
o
−2µ·Re E vT [n] XH [n] QRx [n]h̄ [n]
n n
oo
−2µ·Re E g̃H [n] QRx [n]h̄ [n] . (36)
Next, we explicitly compute each of the terms in the right hand
side (RHS) of (36). First, using the
 definition of F in(19m),
then from (28) it follows that vec E {Rx [n]QRx [n]} = Fq.
Thus,
n
o (a) n
o
H
H
E h̄ [n]Rx[n]QRx[n]h̄[n] = E h̄ [n]E{Rx[n]QRx[n]}h̄[n]
o
n
(b)
2
(37)
= E h̄ [n] Fq ,
where (a) follows from assumption AS4, and (b) follows from
the definition of the weighted Euclidean norm in Subsection
II-A. Next, note that by property R2 (29)
n
o 
 n
oH
2
E kg̃ [n]kq = vec E g̃ [n] g̃H [n]
q.
(38)
Similarly,
n
o

2 (a)
E kX [n] v∗ [n]kq = cTv [n, 0] E XT [n]⊗XH [n] q

H
(b)
= E {X∗ [n]⊗X [n]}c∗v [n, 0] q, (39)
where (a) follows as v[n] is independent of X[n] by AS2,
from properties R1-R2 (28)-(29), and from the definition of
cv [n, l] in (19g), and (b) follows since conjugate transposition
is distributive over the Kronecker product [33, Ch. 9.2].
Combining (38) and (39), and using (19h), yields
o
o
n
n
2
2
(40)
E kg̃ [n]kq + E kX [n] v∗ [n]kq = pH
xv [n]q.
To obtain the fourth term in (36), note that repeating
the recursion in (33) n times yields h̄[n] = Ln−1
h̄ [0] −
0


n
P
n−1
∗
µ
Ln−k+1 X [n−k] v [n − k] + g̃ [n−k] , where Lnk is
k=1

defined in (19d). As (19d) implies that Rx [n]Ln−1
= Lnk ,
k
∀k ≤ n, it follows that


E vT [n] XH [n] QRx [n]h̄ [n] = E vT [n] XH [n] QLn0 h̄ [0]
n
X

−µ
E vT [n] XH [n] QLnn−k+1 X [n−k] v∗ [n−k]
−µ

k=1
n
X


E vT [n] XH [n] QLnn−k+1 g̃ [n−k] .

(41)

k=1

The first and the last elements in the RHS of (41) are zero
n
since v[n] is zero-mean and independent of {X[l]}l=0 by AS2.
As for the second element, we note that

E vT [n] XH [n] QLnn−k+1 X [n−k] v∗ [n−k]
n
o
T
(a) T
= cv [n, k] E Lnn−k+1 X [n−k] ⊗XH [n] q, (42)
where (a) follows since v[n] and X[n] are mutually independent processes by AS2, and from properties R1-R2 (28)-(29).
Plugging (42) into (41) and using (19i) yields
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E vT [n] XH [n] QRx [n]h̄ [n] = −µ · zH
xv [n]q.

(43)

Lastly, we write
n
o (a)  n
oT


E g̃H [n]QRx [n]h̄ [n] = E Rx [n]E h̄ [n] ⊗g̃∗ [n] q
T (c)


(b)
q = zH
= E{Rx [n]⊗g̃∗ [n]} E h̄ [n]
(44)
xg [n] q,
where (a) follows from AS4 and from (28); (b) follows from
the mixed-product property of the Kronecker product [33, Ch.
9.2] by writing g̃∗ [n] = g̃∗ [n] · 1, and (c) follows from Lemma
3 and from definitions (19e) and (19k). Plugging (37), (40),
(43) and (44) into (36) yields (21).
D. Proof of Theorem 1
Plugging the relationship (11) into the definitions of e[n] and
H
eopt [n] in (16) results in e [n] = h̄ [n] x [n] + gH [n] x [n] +
v [n], and eopt [n] = gH [n] x [n] + v [n]. Therefore,


n
o
n
o
2
H
2
2 (a)
h̄ [n]+g [n] x [n]
E |e[n]| − E |eopt [n]| = E
n
o
2
−E gH [n]x [n]
,
(45)
where (a) follows since by AS2, x[n] is zero-mean and
independent of v[n], and by AS3, x[n] is also independent
of h̄[n]. thus
 

2
H
ξ[n] = E h̄ [n] x [n]
N0
D n
oE 
H
. (46)
+ 2Re
E h̄ [n] x [n] xH [n] g [n]
N0

Note that the first summand in the RHS of (46) satisfies


o
n
2

(a)
H
H
= E h̄ [n] E x[n] xH [n] h̄[n]
E h̄ [n] x [n]
o
n
(b)
2
(47)
= E h̄ [n] cx [n] ,
where (a) follows from the independence assumption AS3,
and (b) follows from definitions (3a) and (3b). Next, we note
that it follows from the independence assumption AS3, from
Lemma 3, and from the definition of Cx [n] (3a) that
n
o
n
o n
H
H
E h̄ [n]x[n]xH [n]g[n] = E h̄ [0] R̃x Cx [n]g[n] . (48)
Plugging (47) and (48) into (46) for n ≥ N0 − 1 results in


 n
n
o
X
(a) 1
2
H
ξ[n] =
E h̄ [k] c [((k)) ] +2Re E h̄ [0]
x
N0
N0
k=n−N0+1
!
 k

 

× R̃x Cx ((k))N0 g ((k))N0
.
(49)
where (a) follows since cx [n], Cx [n], and g[n] are all periodic
with period N0 .
E. Proof of Corollary 2
We first note that Cx defined in (3c) is obtained as the
˜
average of N0 Hermitian
and positive semi-definite covariance matrices. Thus, Cx is also Hermitian positive semiM
˜
definite, and its eigenvalues
{λk }k=1 are all real-valued and
non-negative. From AS1 it follows that the eigenvalues of
Cx are strictly positive. From (19e) and (20) it follows
˜


that lim E h̄[n] = 0M ×1 for every h[0] if and only if
n→∞
 n
lim R̃x = 0M ×M . Since R̃x = IM −µCx , its eigenvalues
n→∞
˜
M
are {1−µ · λk }k=1 , where λk > 0, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }, we
conclude that the TA-LMS algorithm is mean convergent if
and only if |1−µ · λk | < 1 for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M } [34, Ch.
7.10], which occurs if and only if 0 < µ < λmax2(Cx ) .
˜

F. Proof of Theorem 2
The following proof requires analysis of linear nonhomogeneous state-space equations to show that (25) guarantees convergence, while the proof of the stationary counterpart
in [3, Thm. 24.1] required only the analysis of homogeneous
state-space equations. Define ztxv [n] , zxv [n]−zsxv [n], where
zxv [n] and zsxv [n] are defined in (19i) and (19j), respectively.
For n ≥ N0 , repeating the recursion (21) N0 times we obtain
o
n
o
2
2
h̄ [n] q = E h̄ [n−N0 ] FN0 q
(N
)
0 

X
H
2
H
s
l−1
+µ ·Re
pxv [n−l]+2 (zxv [n−l])
F q

E

n

l=1

(N
)
0 

X

H
t
−2µ·Re
zH
Fl−1 q . (50)
xg [n−l]−µ zxv [n−l]
l=1

where pxv [n], F, and zxg [n] are defined in (19h), (19m), and
(19k), respectively. Define
h̄k [n] , h̄[n · N0 + k],

k ∈ N0 .
n
We show that if (25) is satisfied, then E h̄k [n]
verges ∀k ∈ N0 . To that aim, define

ak ,

X
N0 

(51a)
2

F̄ , FN0 ,


pxv ((k−l))N0

o

con(51b)

l=1

+2zsxv
and
bk [n] ,


 H l−1
((k−l))N0
F

H
,

(51c)

X
N0 
zH
xg [(n+1) N0 +k−l]
l=1

H
− µ ztxv [(n+1) N0 +k−l]



Fl−1

H
. (51d)

From AS5-AS6 it follows that ak and bk [n] are bounded ∀k ∈
N0 . From P4 in Lemma 2 it follows that pxv [n] and zsxv [n]
are periodic with period N0 , hence, (50) can be written as
n
o
n
o

2
2
E h̄k [n+1] q = E h̄k [n] F̄q +µ2 ·Re aH
k q
 H
− 2µ·Re bk [n] q .
(52)
n
o
2
The MSD is obtained from E h̄ [n] q by setting q =
vec−1 (IM ). Following [3, Ch. 24.2], we use (52) to formulate
M 2 state-space recursions for each k ∈ N0 as follows:
n
o
n
o

2
2
l
E h̄k [n+1] F̄l q = E h̄k [n] F̄l+1 q +µ2 ·Re aH
k F̄ q
 H
−2µ·Re bk [n] F̄l q , (53)
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M 2 −1

l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M 2 − 1}. Let {αl }l=0
be the coefficients
of the characteristic polynomial of F̄ [34, Pg. 492]. It follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem [34, Pg. 532] and
from the linearity of the weighted Euclidean norm [3, Eq.
2
n
o
n
o
MP
−1
2
2
αl E h̄k [n] F̄l q .
(23.31)] that E h̄k [n] F̄M 2 q = −

where (a) follows from AS3, and (b) follows from
 Def. 1 and
Def. 3, as the filter is in steady-state, and as E x [n] xH [n]
is finite ∀n ∈ Z. The steady-state excess TA-MSE, obtained by 
taking
(46), is therefore given by
 n → ∞ in

2
Therefore, by defining the
vectors h̄k [n], ak , and
n M ×1 o

˜
˜l
2
bk [n], s.t. h̄k [n] l , E h̄k [n] F̄l q , (ak )l , aH
k F̄ q, and
˜
˜
˜ H
(bk [n])l , bk [n] F̄l q, l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M 2 − 1}, and the
˜ 2 × M 2 matrix F̄ such that F̄T is the companion matrix
M
of the characteristic˜polynomial ˜of F̄ [34, Pg. 648], the statespace recursions (53) can be written as a set of N0 multivariate
difference equations

expression for ξs yields (26).

l=0

h̄k [n + 1] = F̄h̄k [n] + µ2 ·Re {ak } − 2µ·Re {bk [n]} , (54)
˜
˜˜
˜
˜
k ∈ N0 , n ≥ 0. Note that ∀k ∈ N0 , (54) represents an M 2 ×
M 2 multivariate LTI system with input signal µ2 Re {ak } −
˜
2µRe {bk [n]} and output signal h̄k [n]. Since from property
˜
t ˜
s
P3 in Lemma 2 it follows that zxv[n] = zxv[n]−zxv[n] = 0M 2 ×1
for all n > η, where η is a fixed positive integer defined in
(12), we conclude from (51d) that for 0 < µ < λmax2(Cx )
˜

lim bH
k [n]
n→∞

N0
X
l−1
= lim
zH
xg [(n+1)N0 +k−l]F
n→∞

l=1

(a)

= 0M 2 ×1 ,

(55)

where (a) follows since by (19k), lim zxg[n] = 0M 2 ×1 for
n→∞

0 < µ < λmax2(Cx ) . It therefore follows from [3, Ch. 23.4] that
˜ 2
if 0 < µ < λmax
(Cx ) and the eigenvalues of F̄ are inside the
˜
˜
unit circle then h̄
bounded and
tends to a steady-state
k [n] is n
o
˜
2
is convergent.
value for n → ∞, thus E h̄k [n]
So far we have shown that if 0 < µ < λmax2(Cx ) and all
˜
h̄[n] is
the eigenvalues of F̄ are inside the unit circle then
˜
mean-square stable. We now show that the latter condition is
equivalent to the constraints on A−1 B and H in (25). Note
that it follows from [3, Pg. 346] that the eigenvalues of F̄ are
the eigenvalues of F̄. Also note that from (51b) it follows˜ that
all the eigenvalues of F̄ are inside the unit circle if and only
if all the eigenvalues of F are inside the unit circle. Recall
that F = IM 2 − µA + µ2 B, where µ > 0, A, defined in
(19l), is positive-definite, and B, defined in (13), is positive
semi-definite and finite (by AS6). It therefore follows from
[30, Appendix A] that when H has at least one real-valued
positive eigenvalue then the eigenvalues
to
n of F are guaranteed o
1
1
be inside the unit circle if µ < min λmax(A
,
−1 B) , λ
max(H)
and when H has no real-valued positive eigenvalues, the
eigenvalues of F are guaranteed to be inside the unit circle
1
if µ < λmax(A
−1 B) . Combining this with (24) yields (25).
G. Proof of Lemma 4
Note that in steady-state
D n
oE
H
lim E h̄ [n] x [n] xH [n] g [n]
n→∞
N0
D n
o 
E
(a)
H
H
= lim E h̄ [n] E x [n] x [n] g [n]
n→∞

N0

(b)

= 0,

ξs = lim

n→∞

2

H

h̄ [n] x [n]

E

. Plugging (47) into the
N0

H. Proof of Corollary 3
Assuming that µ satisfies (25), by Lemma 4 the steady-state
excess TA-MSE is given by
oE
D n
2
ξs = lim E h̄ [n] cx [n]
n→∞

(a)

=

1
N0

N0

NX
0 −1
k=0

lim E

n→∞

n

h̄k [n]

2
cx [k]

o

,

(56)

where (a) follows from the definition of h̄k [n]
 in (51a), the
periodicity of cx [n], i.e., cx [n] = cx ((n))N0 , and from the
fact that when the limit exists then any subsequence converges
to the limit [35, Def. 3.5]. Next, recalling the definitions of
ak , bk [n], and F̄ stated in (51), it follows from (52) and (55)
that ∀k ∈ N0 in the steady-state it holds that
n
o
n
o

2
2
lim E h̄k [n] q = lim E h̄k [n] F̄q +µ2 ·Re aH
k q .
n→∞
n→∞
n
o
2
Thus, since (25) guarantees that lim E h̄k [n] q and
n→∞
n
o
2
lim E h̄k [n] F̄q both exist and are finite, then from the
n→∞
linearity of the
Eq. (23.31)] we
n weighted Euclidean
o norm [3,

2
have lim E h̄k [n] (I 2 −F̄)q = µ2·Re aH
k q , ∀k ∈ N0 .
n→∞
−1M
Setting q = IM 2 − F̄
cx [k] results in
n
o
n
o
−1
2
2
2
lim E h̄k [n] c [k] = µ ·Re aH
I
−
F̄
c
[k]
. (57)
x
M
k

n→∞

x

Plugging (57) into (56) results in
N0 −1
n
o
−1
1 X
Re aH
cx [k]
ξs = µ2
k IM 2 − F̄
N0
k=0
(
)
N0 −1
n
−1 o
1 X
2
H
= µ Re
Tr cx [k]ak IM 2 − F̄
N0
k=0
n n
−1 oo
(a) 2
= µ Re Tr P IM 2 − FN0
,
(58)
where (a) follows from the linearity of the trace operator [33,
Ch, 1.1] and from the definitions of ak , F̄, and P in (51c),
(51b), and (19o), respectively.
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